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Introduction
Initially, when RPA (Robotic Process Automation) as a concept knocked 

industry doors, it was only treated as a band-aid solution. It was 
expected to eliminate repetitive, rule based, mundane activities 

to increase business efficiency and productivity. In that stage, RPA 
mainly focused on workflow automation and screen scraping activities. 
Industries were accepting it as a mix of success and disappointment.

The disappointment was due to the many requirements such as a 
high degree of programming, significant IT involvement to resolve, 
consumption of unstructured data, minor changes to the operating 
environment causing the bot to fail, limited input data sources 
compatibility, etc.

But with the growing industry needs, RPA has evolved to be able 
to sense, assimilate, learn, understand patterns, become platform 
independent, visualize images analyze unstructured data, multi data 
input integration and do API or code integration with ease.

This gave rise to advanced RPA, an intuitive RPA with robust 
technology base catering a wide range of processes and automation 
scenarios.

Early adopters of RPA were Insurance, Banking, BPO, Telecom and 
technology sectors, due to the nature of work, which is repetitive and 
rule based. However, the advanced RPA has opened doors for other 
industry segments as well like Manufacturing, Life science, Supply 
Chain, etc. and have added more use case to early adopter’s.

This has allowed companies to keep pace with changing economic 
scenario and margin pressures.

Recent Surveys have shown that RPA is the top priority for business 
leaders today and is being adopted rapidly. 
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Challenges with Existing RPA

STRUCTURED DATA 20%

UNSTRUCTURED DATA 80%

Unstructured Data Processing

RPA enabling business processes has gained the attention of many 
industries and they have been leveraging it to deal with manual, 
deterministic, repetitive activities and structured data but the huge 
opportunity area for RPA is still unexplored.

Iceberg analogy helps us to understand data universe and business 
need to get intelligent automation solutions.

. . . . . .



Structured data (Spreadsheets, CSV, Database) is accessible for 
automation and can be only utilized directly and fed to the automation 
system.

To utilize unstructured data by the traditional RPA systems, knowledge 
workers should churn and fine tune the data into the predefined 
format as per requirement.

Since the major workforce is refining and providing the right 
information to the business process or the automation systems, the 
actual ROI and benefits of automation are often not achieved.
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Resolving Complex Business Problems

A few of the complex business problems that the traditional RPA was not 
able to handle were legacy system digitalization, judgmental activities, 
self-healing process, multilingual Implementation, enterprise data 
processing analysis or remote system automation. Since RPA was only 
operational in a few areas within the business process, the benefits of 
automation were never fully leveraged, causing a huge business loss.

. . . . . .

[2] Statista, https://www.statista.com/chart/9604/5g-subscription-forecast/
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[3] https://www.greyb.com/companies-working-on-5g-technology/#Cisco_Systems_US

Altran

Solution Stability, Scalability

Any change in the existing environment of traditional RPA could halt the 
working and may require a code revisit, causing continuous overhead for 
the technical staff. However, there were constant thoughts around RPA 
becoming platform and environment independent. Another expectation 
was the scalability of the RPA solution to accommodate and manage peak 
workload with autoscaling. 

. . . . . .
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Analytical Capability

Once woven into a specific pattern within the RPA, the data provides 
insights for the business process.

In traditional RPA this thought was missing, and the expectation was 
to gather data from multiple running bots and to analyze and create 
necessary charts and dashboards that are required to validate multiple 
business aspects and help to predict and take necessary business 
decisions.

. . . . . .
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The RPA Market is growing at a lightning pace. Gartner predicts that “by 
2020, end-user spending on RPA software will reach $1 billion, growing 
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 41% from 2015 through 
2020.” This indicates that there is a lot of focus to increase automation 
use cases and industry coverage.
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Some of the industries, such as Banking and Telecom, have benefited 
and progressed tremendously with RPA. However, many other 
industries such as retail, healthcare, manufacturing and travel are still 
trying to get a competitive advantage due to the limitations in RPA.
The below chart shows how the current RPA is only happening on 
structured data, which is only 20% of the whole pool and there are a 
whole lot of opportunities yet to be explored.

To address the other 80% of opportunity area, there is a need to 
advance and enable RPA with technology integrators and intelligence 
enablers to structure the unstructured data (contracts, pictures video, 
voice, etc.) automatically with ease.

Many Altran clients are investing or have already invested to be a part of 
the RPA disruption.

Some of the important forecast done by Gartner is showcasing RPA 
Market future, as exponentially evolving to benefit industries with 
enhanced integration of Next-Gen technologies. 

• By 2022, increased automation and AI functionality from 
established enterprise software product suites, major ERP and 
contact center vendors, and new AI tools will reduce spending 
on RPA by 25%

• By 2022, more than 20% of RPA deployments will be cloud-
based — RPAaaS — bought on a pay-per-use basis

• In 2019, average RPA prices will decrease by 10% to 15%, with 
annual 5% to 10% decreases expected in 2020 and 2021

Current Automation Percentage Opportunity Automation Segment

Un-Structured Data
Data Which Can not be 
displayed inn Rows and  
Columns 
Images Audio Videos, word 
processing   files,emails
Requires more storage
Difficult to manage with legacy 
solutions

Structured Data
Data Which Can be Displayed in  
Row
Numbers Dates and Strings
Requires less storage
Easier to manage with legacy 
solutions

20

80

RPA OPPORTUNITY ASPECT 2020
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Altran Point of View

In our world today, the gap between man and machine is less prominent. 
The human traits is readdressed with intelligent and smarter robot 
capabilities. 

Human effort and time that is getting spent on the repetitive or rule based 
activates could be better utilized if they could be freed and efficiently 
leveraged on more productive tasks. This thought evolved through various 
transformation stages to become RPA.

The most complicated part of the human body is the Brain. It carries out 
various activities simultaneously, such as constant learning, language 
interpretation, language translation, logical thinking, sentiment analysis 
and much more.
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In a few decades now, technology has evolved to cater to many such 
brain related attributes:

• Learning ability of human being - Machine Learning
• Vision & Segregation skills - Computer Vision
• Language & Translation skills - Natural Language Processing
• Sentiment Correlation - Sentiment Analytics 

With the evolution of robots in RPA where they can successfully perform 
the repetitive and rule based tasks with ease, industries have started 
looking forward to more intelligent and cognitive solutions from them.

Initially, RPA was only able to gather data from limited structured sources, 
but now it has the capability or is getting accustomed to extract data 
from pictures, cloud data sources, NOSQL DB, JSON, and unstructured 
invoices.

Processes that use RPA & Basic Scripting are now backed by advanced AI/
ML technologies to solve complex tasks mentioned above.

The operating platforms such as desktops or virtual machines in the 
traditional RPA have now progressed to Cloud environment that provides 
scalability, resilience and reliability with ease.
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Computer Vision 

Computer Vision is the  recognition of objects in images and user interface, 
converting semi-structured pictures and images into structured data.

• It is used almost everywhere in the technology ecosystem such 
as image and video classification, content filtering, security, face 
detection etc

• This enhances RPA view to look through a wide range of graphics and 
type of documents which is currently limited

. . . . . .

Let’s understand the technologies of the Advanced RPA ecosystem and 
how industries can benefit out of this revolution.

Benefits from Computer Vision Integration

• Automation challenges while automating VDI environments are 
solved

• UI automation methods including SAP, Flash, Silverlight, PDFs is 
more effective

• Automation where images are in scope
• Recognition of different type formats of invoices and purchase 

orders is now possible
• Automation can now adapt to environmental changes and is 

smarter
• Effective Automation of mainframe, Java, thick and thin client is 

possible

Advanced RPA Integrated 
Technologies and Limitations
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Natural Language Processing

Benefits from NLP Integration

Natural Language Processing is the ability of modern computers to 
intelligently identify and extract unstructured data and transform it into 
structured data for processing, using a combination of statistical, linguistic 
and machine learning techniques. 

. . . . . .

• RPA implementation where Information extraction and semantic 
analysis is involved, e.g., RPA Implementation where customer 
feedback is in free text or chats

• Keyword Searching and Marching Automations becomes 
feasible, e.g., recruitment Automation by extracting the 
requirement related information directly from the Job 
Description

• RPA Involving Information extraction and semantic analysis, 
e.g., effective Ticket Management automation through the 
interpretation of Incident escalation from free text 

• Spelling Check & Information Extraction automation, e.g., 
interpretation of mails to raise a Work order 

Chatbot 

A Chatbot is a conversational agent which mimics humans using artificial 
intelligence to conduct conversations via text

Chatbots can be of two types – 

Benefits from Chatbot Integration

. . . . . .

• Connecting Front Office and Back Office by resolving customer 
issues faster and with more accuracy, e.g., deployment trigger and 
discovering network device status based on user inputs

• Enhanced Customer Service Management, e.g., replying with a 
resolution with chat history after generating ticket number or Bar 
Code and conclude the interaction

• Rule based where chatbots provide predefined responses from a 
database, based on the keywords used for the search 

• Smart machine based chatbots inherit its capabilities from  Artificial 
Intelligence and Cognitive Computing and adapt their behavior 
based on customer interactions
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Analytics

Technology Integration Limitations: 

Analytics is a discovery of meaningful patterns in data using advanced 
algorithms. It reveals what’s meaningful and predicts what’s next.

There can be various aspects related to technology transformation.

RPA is becoming ambidextrous with disruptive technologies integration 
and more use cases are discovered touching upon almost all industry 
segments.
There is a business need to access the business cases and let experts 
analyze your process to see if the said use case is compatible with 
Advanced RPA.

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

Benefits from Analytics integration

• Analyzing enormous data flowing through RPA Bots to make 
understandable patterns to get meaningful predictions on any 
business process,

E.g., In P2P RPA analytics, integration can predict multiple aspects 
related to the supplied request, Invoicing, etc.
E.g., Do cash analytics, integration can predict multiple aspects 
related to order fulfillment, shipping & transportation, etc.

Benefits from cloud computing integration

• RPA implementation where the robots’ ecosystem is elastic in 
nature and requires workload management and on-demand 
scaling, e.g., businesses the require frequent onboarding and 
offboarding of Bots

• RPA use cases that require artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, and integrations with some of the world’s leading 
enterprise software, e.g., unstructured data processing where 
cloud generated API’s can be utilized to access standard 
models

Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing is network-based computing. Without getting caught 
up in code, storage, infrastructure, etc., the user can develop, manage 
and run applications using Cloud Computing.

. . . . . .
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• Blurry Images
• Artistic Font Styles
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Computer Vision
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• Training Data not 

readily available
• Research or 

         product specifi c 
         data
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Natural Language 
Proessing (NLP)

• Human assistance is 
still often preferred

• Exhaustive data is 
required to build 
a truly intelligent 
chatbot

• User Casual 
         Language & way   
         of texting

Chatbots

• Inconsistant Data 
collection

• Data Co-relation

Analytics

There can be various aspects related to technology transformation.

RPA is becoming ambidextrous with disruptive technologies integration 
and more use cases are discovered touching upon almost all industry 
segments.
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• What Strategy does the organization have in mind for adopting 
automation?

• What type of governance model is the organization looking for?
• What type of business case or scenario is the organization targeting 
        to automate? 
• What is the investment commitment the organization has for the 

automation initiatives? 

• Is the current Infrastructure compatible with available automation 
platforms?

• Which RPA platform is offering security as per organizational policies 
or standards 

• Are the software platforms in the current organization supported by 
automation platforms?

Strategic Questions

Operational Questions

RPA with AI, Computer Vision and OCR’s integrations have opened a 
whole new world of automation possibilities; wide range of companies 
and industries can benefit from the combination. 

Next Level Disruption Has Begun!

Long Term Success in RPA can only be assured when the long-term goals 
of the organization are in line with the technology and business.

Please brainstorm on the below questionnaire and approach us for further 
assistance.

Conclusion and Way Forward
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Altran is working on RPA implementations with multiple 
Telecommunications, Energy, Industrial, Aviation & Life science customers 
and has delivered automation across the globe.

Our approach to RPA is to do lean assessment topped up with a domain, 
quality expertise and design thinking. Our Intelligent Services and 
Frameworks have transformed the conventional Operational process of an 
enterprise into predictive & self-healing.

Altran can help you with RPA Business Consultation, Tool and technology 
selection, Automation Roadmap, Futureproofed solution, quick Bot 
development, Maintenance and Support.

Be a part of a transformation journey with Altran.

About the Author
Jalaj Pateria working as Automation Solution Architect with Altran’s 
Product Services and Support (PSS) which addresses every aspect of 
the product lifecycle including integration and rollout; customization 
and configuration; technical support; and managed services in areas 
impacting new technology integration.

RPA is a specialized capability from PSS service line to transform 
operations and support.

. . . . . .
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marketing@altran.com 

Contact us

About Altran

www.altran.com

@altran-thought

. . .

Altran ranks as the undisputed global leader in Engineering and 
R&D services (ER&D), following its acquisition of Aricent. The 

company offers clients an unmatched value proposition to address 
their transformation and innovation needs. Altran works alongside 

its clients, from initial concept through industrialization, to invent the 
products and services of tomorrow. For over 30 years, the company 
has provided expertise in aerospace, automotive, defense, energy, 
finance, life sciences, railway and telecommunications. The Aricent 

acquisition extends this leadership to semiconductors, digital 
experience and design innovation. Combined, Altran and Aricent 

generated revenues of €2.9 billion in 2018, with some 47,000 
employees in more than 30 countries.






